POLAND: THE INTERNAL SCENE

SUMMARY

1. THE SITUATION AS THE ROUND TABLE GETS UNDER WAY. PROGRESS ON TRADE UNION AND POLITICAL PLURALISM RESULTED FROM THE PARTY LEADERSHIP'S REALISATION THAT ECONOMIC REFORM IS NOT Viable WITHOUT POLITICAL CHANGE. THERE IS A PLACE FOR A MODERATE OPPOSITION WITHIN THE SYSTEM. SOLIDARITY NOW FACES THE DILEMMA OF HOW TO SEPARATE ITS UNION AND POLITICAL FUNCTIONS: THE PARTY THE PROBLEM OF HOW TO ADJUST ITS LEADING ROLE. BOTH SIDES AWARE POLITICAL REFORMS VULNERABLE TO ECONOMIC FAILURE. ROUND TABLE AGENDA enormous, UNCERTAINTIES abound. NEXT FEW MONTHS COULD BE A DECISIVE PERIOD IN POST-WAR POLISH HISTORY.

DETAIL

2. IT IS NOT EASY TO ISOLATE THE PRECISE POINT AT WHICH THE AUTHORITIES DECided TO PIN THEIR COLOURS FIRMLY TO THE MAST OF POLITICAL AND TRADE UNION PLURALISM (AND IN PARTICULAR TO ENVISAGE THE RELEGALISATION OF SOLIDARITY). THE 10TH PLENUM MARKED THE FORMAL ADOPTION OF THE NEW LINE. THOUGH A GOOD DEAL OF CONSEQUENTIAL ACTION REMAINS TO BE DONE, NOT LEAST IN TERMS OF REDEFINING THE PARTY'S ROLE IN SOCIETY, THE PARTY LEADERSHIP'S PORTRAYAL OF THE PLENUM AS A RUBICON IS NOT FAR OFF THE MARK. IT IS HOWEVER INCREASINGLY CLEAR THAT THE LEADERSHIP TOOK THE KEY STRATEGIC DECISIONS SOME TIME BEFORE. THIS WAS REFLECTED IN THE DIVISION OF THE PLENUM INTO TWO HALVES: THE FIRST Devoted to a WHOLESALE REVAMPING OF THE POLITBURO AND SECRETARIAT TO ALLOW THE NEW REFORMIST LEADERSHIP TO PUSH THE NEW LINE THROUGH AT THE SECOND, WITH THE PERIOD IN BETWEEN BEING USED TO PERSUADE RECALCITRANTS AT ALL LEVELS TO GO ALONG WITH THE NEW POLICY.

3. THREE MAIN SETS OF FACTORS APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN AT WORK ON A LEADERSHIP THAT WAS DIVIDED AND UNCERTAIN AS TO THE WAY AHEAD. FIRST, SOME OF THE POLITBURO (INCLUDING PERHAPS CZYREK AND KISZCZAK) WILL SEE THE BASIC DECISION AS HAVING BEEN TAKEN IN AUGUST/SEPTEMBER AT THE TIME OF THE FIRST WALESA/KISZCZAK TALKS, AND INTERPRET THE SUBSEQUENT RETREAT DURING THE EARLY WEEKS OF RAKOWSKI'S ADMINISTRATION AS TACTICAL TO ALLOW TIME TO WIN OVER OPPOSITION WITH THE PARTY WHEN THIS PROVED STRONGER THAN EXPECTED.

4. BUT A SECOND AND MORE IMPORTANT FACTOR IS PROBABLY THAT RAKOWSKI AND JARUZELSKI NOW ACCEPT THAT THE APPROACH OF RELYING ON ECONOMIC REFORM TO CONTAIN POLITICAL DISCONTENT IS UNWORKABLE. THEY HAVE COME TO RECOGNISE THAT THE PROSPECTS FOR SUCCESS ON THE ECONOMIC FRONT, UNCERTAIN AT BEST, CAN VIRTUALLY BE WRITTEN OFF UNLESS THE REFORM IS IMPLEMENTED ON THE BROADEST POSSIBLE BASIS OF SUPPORT. THEY KNOW TOO THAT ANY RESULTS OF ECONOMIC REFORM WILL TAKE TIME TO FILTER THROUGH.

NATO CONFIDENTIAL
5 The third major ingredient has been the new public prominence of Lech Walesa and his colleagues. This has been the result of months of patient grafting: exploitation of openings afforded by the Prime Minister's visit, the televised debate with Miodowicz in November and Walesa's visit to Paris; the moderate line adopted in public statements, and careful avoidance of any challenge to the constitutional order or the government's right to govern; and the connivance of the authorities, since the debate, in putting the mass media at Walesa's disposal. One early manifestation of the effect of this factor has been the careful distinction made by the Polish leadership between the new moderate Solidarity and the more extreme elements inside and outside the movement.

6 The regime's ability to dictate the agenda is however limited. Much is at stake, politically and personally, for the leadership. They have staked out a position which leaves a major part of the party membership hostile and unconvinced. They have also put a large question mark over the future of the official trade union (OPZZ), one of their own creations in the martial law era. For his part, Walesa has been strengthened by recent developments though he has to contend with his own extremists, the unpredictable ranks of unaffiliated workers and the youth. One consequence is that the legalisation of Solidarity, for so long a stumbling block to dialogue, is now taken for granted. The outstanding question of union pluralism has been narrowed down to how and in what form all this will come about. The chances that Solidarity will achieve its goal of pluralism at the factory level are now high.

7 Though union pluralism will be the immediate issue, the discussion of political pluralism could have the greater long term implications. This will crystallise and may advance the debate on constitutional and electoral reform and on freedom of association. There is no real prospect that the Sejm elections (likely to be brought forward from autumn) will be free and democratic in the western sense: 'non-confrontational elections' is the latest oxymoron to surface. Current thinking is that the authorities and opposition will agree in advance to a 60 (party and coalition) ; 30 (opposition) ; 10 (independents) division of seats in parliament. But with their foot in the door the opposition will be better placed to press for more next time round. These steps towards political pluralism pose for Solidarity the problem of whether (and if so how) they should separate their political and union roles. Much will depend upon whether alternative political groupings such as Walesa's Citizens' Council or some of the new clubs and associations can develop to fill the role of political opposition. Changes in the provisions and procedures governing elections and political activity could be complemented and underpinned by structural changes which would introduce some checks and balances into the system. The creation of an executive presidency and a second chamber, in which the PZPR would not have an automatic majority, are the front runners here.
The likely outcome of the round table's discussions on the economy has so far attracted less attention than political and trade union pluralism, but will be no less crucial. At the 10th plenum the leadership pressed the case for reform by using the argument that ultimately the party would be judged by results in the economy. As Rakowski told representatives of Polish industry on 2 February, "The most splendid ideas propagating excellent democratic order can be discredited... if the economy does not show its effectiveness". Poor results and a further decline in living standards would strengthen the hands of reaction. The readiness of the opposition to accept a share of responsibility for tackling the country's economic problems has stemmed in part from their recognition that these are urgent. A key note of Walesa's pronouncements has been the need to put the national interest above all else. It is not clear at this stage how far Rakowski's strategy will be modified at the round table. But whereas at the end of last year it was the fate of economic reform which was threatened by the absence of parallel movement on the political front, the risk is now the reverse.

The key issue in the political development of the country remains the role of the PZPR itself. Developments (on both the political and economic fronts) have already run well ahead of the bounds set by the party statutes. The recent ideological conference and the forthcoming conference of delegates (and possibly a party congress) are attempts to fit prescription with reality. Adjustments to the traditional concept of the leading role of the party are recognised by the leadership itself as unavoidable. But it is quite likely that events will continue to outpace theory.

The agenda remains enormous. All aspects of public life are in the melting pot. There are a number of encouraging factors: the external environment (represented by the Soviet Union); the coherence of the opposition, reflected in the size and enduring strength of Solidarity (perhaps the greatest distinguishing feature between Poland and Hungary); its sense of responsibility; the steady influence of the Church, which has played and will continue to play an important role behind the scenes; the clear engagement of the party leadership. But there are also uncertainties: developments in the economy; the potential wildcards represented by the party rank-and-file and OPZZ and by those elements of the opposition who see Walesa as having sold out or "lost beyond his control"; and the difficulty of breaking through the barriers of suspicion and making enough progress on enough fronts within a time-frame acceptable to the wider public. Moreover, despite careful preparation for the 10th plenum, the frenetic activity of the authorities gives too great an impression of instinctive reactions to external stimuli to inspire total confidence that a clear strategy exists.

With those caveats, Poland is likely to remain among the leaders of reform in Eastern Europe and the next few months should mark a decisive period in the post-war history of the country.
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